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Members of Council Present: Christine Bochen, Peggy Clark, David Dean, Lesly Jean-Louis, Margot Lutz, Jack 
McIntyre, Jodi Miller 
Members of Council Absent: Tim Fitzgerald, Lisa Peartree 
Ex Officio Present: Father Hart, Margaret Ostromecki,  
Ex Officio Absent:  Jerry Strauss, Gerald Shanahan 
 
1. Father Hart welcomed the council and said the opening prayer  

2. The Meeting Agenda was moved to be accepted by Peggy Clark and 2nd by Margot Lutz. 

3. Changes were suggested in the minutes by Christine Bochen and incorporated. The Corrected Minutes from the May 
23 Meeting was moved to be accepted by Peggy Clark and 2nd by Margot Lutz. 

4. Topics for Discussion: 
● Introduction of new members and changes to Pastoral Council 
○ Jodi Miller was introduced to the Council as a new member. David Dean stepped down from the Council to assume a role as 

Trustee of OLQP. Isaiah Tolbert stepped down.  
○ The Pastoral Council needs to replace 3 members; 2 to represent OLQP and one for STM. 
○ Lesly Jean-Louis is moving to Florida, but wishes to remain active the our parish and on the Council. 

● Election of new Pastoral Council President 
○ Nominations were set forth and a vote was taken, making Margot Lutz (STM) the new President of the Council. 

● Synod of Synodality 
○ Christine Bochen gave an outstanding and comprehensive overview of the Synod reports from our Diocese, those of 

Buffalo, Syracuse, Albany, and New York City, and the National report.  The Parish report, Rochester Diocesan report, and 
National reports were sent by email to all Council members. Christine discussed common themes that arose in at levels and 
from all NY Diocese of the documents and discussed them briefly.   

○ The purpose of these documents is to lead to a discussion at all levels of the Parish and Diocese to identify pastoral themes, 
issues, problems, and develop action items to address them.  While we may not be able to attack all points raised, we need to 
recognize the issues, prioritize them, and come up with concrete ways to begin to address them in a meaningful way. 

○ Many themes were constant throughout all the reports.  However, there were several points raised that differed from that 
reported by our Parish or Diocese. These include concerns about the needs for multicultural parishes and the special needs 
of rural parishes. There was an overall affirmation of joy in the process but fear concerning the usefulness as well – what 
will be done with the information now that we have it? Will anything change? Is there a desire for change? There is the 
overall realization that we are all people of God and hence a major theme of inclusion. As a counterpoint to this, others do 
feel excluded from the Church and community, especially women, the laity, the divorced, members of the LGBTQ 
community. Difficulties with the annulment process was a common theme. A major commonality was the polarization of 
the Church and society at large. Centrality of the Eucharist was significant.  Also of common significance was the 
importance of being welcoming to the community; we must act together to identify and address racism and other problems 
in our communities. 

○ One of the overarching themes that crossed all topics was the need and importance to listen to others. We need to continue 
and expand our interfaith dialog. While most have done this well with our Jewish and Muslim neighbors, we need to do 
better with other Christian denominations and traditions. There were also issues raised with authority; there is a need to have 
the ordained and the laity interact more with the knowledge that each has great things to contribute. The issue of including 
women more fully in the Church was raised as one of justice. We continue to no provide roads or opportunities for 
leadership to women. We must improve consultation during discernment – again another aspect of the theme of the need to 
listen to each other. 

○ Synodality in itself seems to be becoming a model for how the church works. 
○ Plans were made to organize at least one upcoming Pastoral Council meeting to identify our priorities discuss how to 

address them. This should be a major agenda item. We each need to come up with our top 3 areas and priorities to address in 
real ways over the next 2 years.  Be prepared to discuss this at length at the next Pastoral Council meeting. 

● Status of maintenance projects: 
○ When Margaret arrived at OLQP/STM, the bank accounts had been largely depleted and there was very little money to do 

anything to do with repairs, etc.  She immediately found resources and started correcting problems and addressing physical 
plant issues at both churches. She has done an outstanding job and has truly made everything happen. She launched a Capital 
Campaign that was a huge success and really helped the Parish regain strong financial footings. 
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○ Windows at STM are ongoing – money has been identified from generous donors to repair them (at $30,000 each); we are just 
waiting for the contractors to do so – perhaps in the spring. 

○ Half of the STM roof still needs to be repaired (Insurance paid for one side of the roof to be repaired after damage several 
years ago). This is a work in progress. 

○ Mary Cariola has problems with the sewer system, but this is due to misuse of toilets (much like that seen when Sienna and 
Mercy occupied the space). As such, they are responsible for the bills and this is working out fine. 

○ OLQP had the parking lot resurfaced but other than this has no real issues or repairs on the books. 
● Parish Finances and CMA progress:   
○ The goals for this year’s CMA are $74,000 from STM and $68,000 from OLQP. To date we have 35 donors from STM for 

15% of our goal and 33 donors from OLQP for 13% of the goal. This is even before the film has been shown. 
○ The Diocese has hired an outside fundraising firm to identify parishioners who may be able to donate more that they have in 

the past. This firm has/will propose ~15 names per parish for the pastors to meet with personally to discuss CMA donations. 
● Faith Formation 
○ Nora Bradbury-Haehl was introduced to the Council and gave a brief overview of the state of the faith formation program and 

her work with young adult ministry. 
○ We have great catechists and Jen is doing an outstanding job. 
○ We have >200 children in faith formation and are at the buildings’ capacity. This is made up of kids from all 4 Brighton 

parishes as well as children from other parishes that find our program more accommodating than others.  
○ There is discussion about identifying more space so that we can expand the program. The OLQP convent is now empty and we 

are looking for occupants. It is possible that the two large downstairs common rooms facing OLQP could be used for 
classrooms. This discussion is ongoing and will depend on who eventually occupies the space. 

● Nursing home ministry 
○ Now that Meghan Kellog has given up this ministry, Jen Abdula has taken over.  Jen has experience with nursing home care 

and ministry and also has all the certification needed for this. She will do the pastoral visits and coordinate communion 
ministers. The transition is working well. 

○ We continue to serve the Friendly Home, the Jewish Home, and Highlands at Brighton. We are also going to other nursing 
homes when they call; we may be taking over more, but this is not certain. There is a lack of people to respond, especially to 
emergency calls for sacraments, and we are filing the gaps. 

● On-line minutes of Pastoral Council Meetings 
○ Dawn Savacool is in charge of this now and has the corrected and approved meetings from all 2020 and 2021 meetings ready 

to upload. This should be done by then end the month. 
 
5. Closing Prayer – Jodi Miller 

The next meeting is planned for November 28, 2022 
 
Respectfully submitted – David Dean 


